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Attorney General acts in interest of public waters, science 

Withdrawing flawed opinion on high-capacity wells allows DNR to ‘do its job 

again’ 
  

MADISON, WI — Clean Wisconsin applauds Attorney General Josh Kaul for his decision on 

Friday to withdraw a flawed opinion issued by former Attorney General Brad Schimel stating 

the Department of Natural Resources lacked legal authority to consider negative impacts to 

surface water when permitting high capacity wells. 

  
“Because of this 2016 advisory opinion, Wisconsin has given away billions of gallons of water 

virtually unchecked, regardless of the impacts to our state,” said  Amber Meyer Smith, Vice 

President of Programs and Government Relations at Clean Wisconsin. 
  
In 2016, DNR quietly adopted then-AG Schimel’s opinion on permitting high-capacity wells, 

despite legal precedent clearly stating that the state has a constitutional duty to protect 

navigable waters under the Public Trust Doctrine.  
  
Clean Wisconsin filed legal challenges over nine high-capacity well permits, which were 

ultimately issued by DNR despite concerns from agency staff scientists that the wells would 

cause direct “substantial” impacts on the wetlands, stream flows, groundwater, and ecology of 

the surrounding landscape. 
  
“Rescinding the advisory opinion means that DNR will be allowed to do its job again, using 

sound science to decide on appropriate water use for high capacity wells,” Meyer Smith added. 
  
In 2017, Dane County Circuit Court Judge Valerie Bailey-Rihn ruled in favor of Clean Wisconsin 

and ordered DNR to vacate seven of the permits and remand one back to the agency for 

consideration. One permit was withdrawn by the permittee. 
  
The case has since been appealed and is before the State Supreme Court. 
  

### 

  
On behalf of its more than 30,000 members, supporters and its coalition partners,  

Clean Wisconsin protects and preserves Wisconsin's clean air, water and natural heritage.  
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